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Abstract. Style transfer emerges at the intersection of computer vision
and art history. The subject of style has traditionally belonged to the
domain of the art historian, but today scholars within the field of com-
puter vision argue that they are able to extract and transfer style from
one image to the content of another. The hypothesis of this paper is
that an assessment of the results made possible by these style transfer
techniques reveals deviations in the use of the term between the two
disciplines, rather than alignments.
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1 Introduction

Computers can simulate the visual capabilities of humans with an astonishing
accuracy. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the most commonly used
architecture for performing visual recognition tasks, such as identifying semantic
image content. The automatic image classification executed by CNNs somewhat
coincides with the work of the art historian.

Within the discipline of art history, style has long been used as a mode
of classifying artworks [1],[13],[5]. Style is instinctively perceptible to humans,
and most people with a more or less trained eye can notice changes in style.
Style has nonetheless proved immensely difficult to formalise, which has been
recognized by art historians as well as computer vision researchers [1],[13],[3],[9].
This is partly due to the complexity of style. In spite of being a noticeable
visual quality, the continuation of discernible formal components across a range
of artworks is not adequate grounds for classification, insofar as no particular
elements are essential to the formation of a style [13].

While there has historically been a consensus regarding the ambiguity of style
within an art historical discourse, contemporary computer scientists [6],[8],[19]
argue that they are able to extract and transfer style from one image to the
content of another by the use of CNNs. Such a task implies that one can separate
the style and the content of an image [16], [6].

Style transfer is an example of overlapping interests between research within
the field of computer vision and art history. However, the hypothesis of this
paper is that an assessment of the results made possible by these style transfer
techniques reveals deviations in the use of the term between the two disciplines,
rather than alignments.
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2 Placing Style

2.1 Within the Internal Logic of the CNN

In contemporary computer vision research, CNNs have been used for classifying
images according to style [9],[18],[2],[15]. Artificial neural networks have also
been used to transfer the style of artworks onto photographs [6],[8],[19].

The architecture of CNNs can be understood in technical terms, but it re-
mains difficult to determine what features of an image are relevant to its classi-
fication [11]. One widely accepted hypothesis is that the CNN discerns patterns
and edges in the lower levels of the hidden layers, whereas the higher levels
differentiate between more complex forms, such as shapes and object [7]. This
hypothesis is partly grounded in insights gained from visualising the learned fea-
tures of CNNs [20]. Features extracted from lower-levels are described as edge
and texture information, whereas holistic shape information is a higher-level
feature [10].

Scholars researching style recognition and style transfer have different tech-
nical explanations of style. Subsequently, style related information is identified
differently within the internal logic of the CNN. According to Karayev et al. 2013
[9], mid-level features are generic for style recognition, in the opinion of Gatys
et al. 2015 [6], a ‘style representation’ can be obtained by correlating the texture
information of multiple layers, whereas Sanakoyeu et al. 2018 [12] propose an
altogether different approach, whereby multiple style examples are used for the
stylisation of image content.

Regardless of these differences, the assertion that it is possible to transfer
the style from one image to the content of another, is founded in the claim that
style and content representations are divisible [6].

2.2 In the History of Art

The concept of style has undergone many changes, even within the somehow
confined field of art history.

Style nonetheless continues to be thought of as a mode of comparison that
allows for positioning works of art in relation to one another. Continuity is often
emphasised across artworks belonging to the same stylistic movement, whereas
a more precise differentiation is necessary for a nuanced understanding of subtle
variances within it [13]. The engagement with stylistic categories thereby gives
meaning to the singular artwork as a manifestation of overarching tendencies,
while enabling the comparison of larger stylistic movements by contrasting se-
lected representatives [1].

Despite the fact that style is used as a means of classification, the term resists
exact description [13]. One can therefore not account for abrupt or prolonged
changes in the development of style on the grounds of the absence of presence of
specific features. As such, divisions are based on preference, rather than describ-
ing idiosyncratic stylistic features intrinsic to the artworks themselves [1],[13].
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While style does not consist of elements that can be accounted for by way
of a rigorously defined scheme, the concept of style is not arbitrary [13]. Instead
the art historian depends on a vague description of qualities, because an elusive
terminology remains true to the concept of style [13].

Art history can in many ways be thought of as a history of stylistic clas-
sification. In spite of the vagueness of the term and its varying applications,
art historians and cultural theorists who have concerned themselves explicitly
with the concept of style, accentuate how a study of style is occupied with a
profound correlation of form and expression [13] and that style and content are
indissoluble [14].

Style then, designates a relation between form and content as opposed to
their divisibility, which is not only to say that when occupied with style, one has
to take form as well as content into account, but rather that from the perspective
of style, the two cannot be separated. Within the discipline of art history, the
framework of style is therefore one in which the duality of form and content is
not applicable [5],[13],[14]. Instead style engages the totality of a work of art [14]
in an insistence on the impossibility of dissection.

3 Assessment of Results

Style transfer has resulted in a lot of experimentation with artworks, seemingly
providing an answer to what it might have looked like if a specific artist had
chosen another subject for their painting. This specific use of the term ‘style’ is
incompatible with the ways in which scholars within the field of art history have
defined the term traditionally.

While researchers within the field of computational stylistics [3] too have
argued that a formal description of a work of art is insufficient grounds for
generating a stylistically similar work, the hypothesis of this paper is that an
assessment of the results enabled by style transfer exposes the impossibility of
separating form and content rather than being an illustration of this ability.

Style transfers can be very convincing. I propose that when this is the case,
this is due to the abstraction level of the style image used.

Van Gogh’s painting, The Starry Night (1889), has been used as the style
image for style transfer numerous times [6],[8],[17],[4],[12]. In the artwork, from
which the style is supposedly transferred, the darker green and brown brush-
strokes are used to depict the treetop in the foreground of the painting, whereas
the blue and yellow colours are used to portray the cityscape as well as the
starry night sky. Gatys et al. 2015 [6] extracts the style from the painting, by
capturing the global texture information of multiple layers, thereby acquiring a
visualisation of the texture information without the global arrangement of the
artwork.

Whereas the colours are not specific to the objects they depict in the sense
that Van Gogh could, and did, choose the same colour palette for separate el-
ements within the painting, the style transfer completely disregards the other-
wise figurative components and treat them as if they were figuratively empty
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material to fill the shape of any given representation. Isolated, the brown/green
patches do not carry any human legible content with them, but that does not
mean that they can be used for colouring any content that can be deciphered
by way of a discernible outline. Remaining true to the representational order
of Van Gogh’s painting, the style representations are nothing but patches of a
tree and stars floating on the same pictorial plane. The style transfer thus con-
fuses otherwise indivisible representational orders by reconstructing the texture
without the global arrangement of the elements, which is to say the painting’s
composition. Consequently, semantic content from the style image is somehow
transferred onto the content image, thereby suggesting that a sharp distinction
between form and content applies to neither artworks nor CNNs.

The level of abstraction in Van Gogh’s painting is the reason for the rather
successful style transfers [6],[8],[17],[4],[12]. This does however not mean that
the style transfers illustrate a capability of extracting and applying style as
opposed to content. Although devoid of distinct figurative element, content too
is transferred. Style transfers created using artworks with a lesser degree of
abstraction as the style image often make this evident. Even the usage of artworks
considered somewhat abstract, such as Hokusai’s woodblock print, The Great
Wave Off Kanagawa (1830-1831), demonstrate the transfer of semantic image
content, here patches of the wave [8].

4 Conclusion

The concept of style is subjected to dramatic changes as it moves from an art
historical discourse into the field of computer vision. Whereas the indivisibility
of form and content is central to the conceptualisation of style within an art
historical context, the assertion that it is possible to transfer the style from one
image to the content of another, is founded in the claim that style and content
representations can be separated in a CNN.

In spite of the transformation of the meaning of the term ’style’, an assess-
ment of the results enabled by the current style transfer techniques exposes the
impossibility of separating style and content rather than being an illustration of
this ability.

Style transfers nevertheless provide an interesting entry point for exploring
how an art historical perspective on computer vision techniques might contribute
to our understanding of the capabilities of artificial perception, especially when
investigating how the visual abilities of humans and computers differ.
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